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MADE IN YOUR IMAGE
Words and Music by
BEN BANTON, JOSHUA BANTON
& DAVID WAKERLEY
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VERSE
Dbmaj7
These hands these feet these eyes that seek
Eb
To find their hope in You
Fm
Dbmaj7 Eb
Are made in Your image, I'm made in Your image
Dbmaj7
This heart that beats this mouth that speaks
Eb
More and more like You
Fm
Dbmaj7 Eb
Are made in Your image, I'm made in Your image
PRE-CHORUS
Db
Eb
’Cause You are the potter and I am the clay
Fm
Ab/C
You’re moulding me, shaping me every day
Db
Eb
’Cause You are the potter and I am the clay
Fm
Eb
You’re moulding me, shaping me every day
CHORUS 1
Fm
Eb
I’m trusting in the Lord on the day to day
Ab/C
Db
Picking up strength all along the way
Fm
Eb
Ab/C Db
You know what You’re doing in me
Fm
Eb
I’m trusting in the Lord on the day to day
Ab/C
Db
Picking up strength all along the way
Fm
Eb
You know what You’re doing in me

CHORUS 1 (cont.)
Fm Ab/C Db
In Your image I am made
Fm Ab/C Db
In Your image I am made
N.C.
In Your image I am made
Repeat VERSE
Repeat PRE-CHORUS
Repeat CHORUS
BRIDGE
Db
Eb
You made me special, You made me precious
Fm
Db Eb
You made me wonderful
Db
Eb
You made me special, You made me precious
Fm
You made me wonderful, in Your image I am made
CHORUS 2
Db
I’m trusting in the Lord on the day to day
Eb
Picking up strength all along the way
Fm
Eb
You know what You’re doing in me
Repeat CHORUS 2
TAGS
Db Eb
Fm Eb
In Your image I am made, in Your image I am made
In Your image I am made
Repeat CHORUS 2
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